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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the application of a method for the analysis of
-

-

to evaluate the functionality and usefulness of the analysis method. The
outcome of this assessment is discussed in the paper.
KEYWORDS
Presence.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses the application of a method for the analysis of per-

this model.
-

the functionality of the used method for analysis. The outcome of this
A METHOD FOR THE ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE PRACTICES
-

-

short summary.
CENTRIPETAL AND CENTRIFUGAL FORCES IN PERFORMANCES

centripetal and the centrifugal parameters. The terms centripetal and
The centripetal
a centripetal
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The centrifugal
a centrifugal

Examples of the centripetal model are the vast majority of traditional instruments. An example of the centrifugal model is the performance
THE PARAMETERS OF THE CENTRIPETAL GROUP

presence: is the performer’s presence prominent as part of the perforpresence refers to a perception of the performer
that is experienced as intense and auratic. While the perception of

embodiment
-

tions of the performer and the reaction of the technology.
-

THE PARAMETERS OF THE CENTRIFUGAL GROUP

-

mediatization: are there sounds that occur independently of any
47

performance.

are characteristic of certain types of performance practices it has
putting the ‘transparency’ parameter to its minimum value. Instead
it is introduced as a separate parameter.

-

on the timing. Therefore it is deemed characteristic for the centrif-

degree of freedom at its minimum value. This assures that the resulting

the centrifugal model.
A FLOATING PARAMETER INDICATING VISUAL MEDIA
-

differently than the other parameters. Depending on the function and
proximity to one of the other parameters.

projection strongly supports the ‘transparency’ aspect of the perfor-
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visual medium close to the parameter ‘transparency’.
positioned in proximity to the parameter ‘space’.
TWO SEPARATE PARAMETERS FOR PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE

cultural practice is necessary.

axis apart from the aforementioned parametric space.

Music
for a solo performer
-

-

-
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parameter refers.
DISTRIBUTION IN SPACE
metric space. The centripetal and centrifugal parameters are positioned
-

-

Figure 1

-

EVALUATION OF THE ANALYSIS METHOD
ASSIGNMENT FOR STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MUSIC AND
PERFORMING ARTS GRAZ (KUG)

Electronic Music and Acoustics of the University of Music and Perform-
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gram. Most of the sound engineering students are not very familiar

could get an impression of the sound and the visual appearance of a
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w80uZaBK718
2.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tjzSX3D1ak0

Nicolas Collins https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89jbl0ZuaH4
4. Marco Donnarumma https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kDWkDy3tyXM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-

giving the performer control of live processes. The additional informa-

EVALUATION OF ANALYSIS
-

transferred into several MSExcel diagrams for further analysis.
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4–6

medium value

the variance amongst all students that occurred in the selection of values for a particular parameter.
EXAMPLE DJ QBERT

Ø
value

maximum high
area
area

medium
area
area

minimum
area

Centripetal parameters
body

70%

presence
embodiment
transparency
Centrifugal parameters
space
mediatization

degrees of freedom
visual media
work based knowledge
cultural knowledge

body and presence
the centrifugal parameters – space and

body in the maximum

the values for space and
values for embodiment and transparency
similar to the parameter mediatization
lected in the medium area. The values concerning degrees of freedom
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medium values. The parameter visual media
work based knowledge
cultural knowledge
lot of variance. This is interesting in so far as it indicates that many stu-

ing graph results:

Figure 2
(up to 20%)
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ALEXANDER SCHUBERT

Ø
value

maximum high
area
area

medium
area
area

minimum
area

Centripetal parameters
body
presence
embodiment
transparency
Centrifugal parameters
space
mediatization

degrees of freedom
visual media
work based knowledge
cultural knowledge

body presence and

space and em-

bodiment
embodiment

transparency mediatisation and degrees of freedom. The placements of
Most students indicated that no cultural knowledge
work based knowledge

-

visual media in the folcentripetal
half of the space).
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Figure 3

NICOLAS COLLINS

Ø
value

maximum high
area
area

medium
area
area

minimum
area

Centripetal parameters
body
presence
embodiment
transparency
Centrifugal parameters
space
mediatization

degrees of freedom
visual media

0

work based knowledge
cultural knowledge

body and
presence space and
embodiment transparency mediatisation and
degrees of freedom
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Most of the students indicated the necessity of some work based
knowledge
cultural knowledge.

Figure 4 The average values for the example of Nic Collins

MARCO DONNARUMMA

Ø
value

maximum high
area
area

medium
area
area

minimum
area

Centripetal parameters
body
presence
embodiment
transparency
Centrifugal parameters
space
mediatization

degrees of freedom
visual media
work based knowledge
cultural knowledge
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The values for the various parameters are slightly different than in
ities are similar: body presence and
embodiment transparency mediatization and degrees of freedom
visual media

Practically all students agreed that no cultural knowledge
work based knowledge

-

-

Figure 5 The average values for the example of Marco Donnarumma
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CARL-MICHAEL VON HAUSSWOLFF

Ø
value

maximum high
area
area

medium
area
area

minimum
area

Centripetal parameters
body
presence
embodiment
transparency
Centrifugal parameters
space
mediatization

degrees of freedom
visual media
work based knowledge
cultural knowledge

In this example the centrifugal parameters are much more pronounced than the centripetal ones – all of their average values are in
body presence and

. In conembodiment and
transparency in the same area (minimum). The values for mediatization and degrees of freedom
clear preference for the maximum area.
Most of the students have indicated no or only very little need for
work based knowledge and cultural knowledge. In this example visual
media

ter have again differed strongly regarding the value and direction that
they assigned to it.
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Figure 6

CONCLUSION
The set of parameters trying to identify performance practices of electheir description (for example the need for transparency and camouconcrete performance situation. The parametric space makes it possi-

embodiment transparency mediatisation and degrees of freedom have
the parameters body presence space and

-
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and the sound spread out (centrifugal tendencies). If this explanation is

variance mirrors a particular character of the analysed example.
The additional parameters work based knowledge and cultural knowledge
visual media

FURTHER RESEARCH

that especially the parameters that indicate different degrees of re-

they estimated the values for e.g. transparency

-

Nic Collins). Judging from the style of performance or the used technolmore transparent than Nic Collins’.
SUMMARY
-
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particular parameter.
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